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The theory and techniques for virtual acoustic modeling and rendering are discussed. The
creation of natural sounding audiovisual environments can be divided into three main tasks:
sound source, room acoustics, and listener modeling. These topics axe discussed in the
context of both non-real-time and real-time virtual acoustic environments. Implementation
strategies are considered, and a modular and expandable simulation software is described.

0 INTRODUCTION 3) Receiver (listener) modeling.
This simple source-medium-receiver model is corn-

The audiovisual technology (audio, still picture, mort to all communication systems, but in this paper it
video, animation, and so on) is rapidly converging to is discussed from the viewpoint of acoustics [6], [7].

integrated multimedia. Research on audiovisual media Interactive virtual acoustic environments and binaural
modeling has increased dramatically in the last decade, room simulation systems have been studied in recent
Standardizationofadvancedmultimediaandvirtualreal- years (for example, [6]-[13]), but until recently the
ity rendering and definition has been going on for several physical relevance and the relation of acoustical and
years. Examples are the Moving Picture Experts Group visual content have not been of major interest.
(MPEG) [1] and the Virtual Reality Modeling Language In this paper underlying DSP concepts for efficient
Consortium (VRML) [2] standardization bodies. Similar and auditorily relex_ant multimedia sound processing are
work (audiovisual scene description) has also been car- studied, and a modeling schematic is proposed for vir-
ried out in the Java three-dimensional application pro- tual acoustics. The goal is to deliver an acoustical mes-
gramming interface specification [3], [4] and in the Inter- sage in a virtual reality system from the source to the
active Audio Special Interest Group (IASIG) [5]. The receiver as it would happen in a real-world situation.
progress of multimedia has introduced new fields of re- The process of implementing virtual acoustic displays
search and application into audio and acoustics, one of can be divided into three different stages, as depicted
which is virtual acoustic environments, also called vir- in Fig. 1 [14]: a) definition, b) modeling, and c) repro-

tual acoustic displays (VADs), and their relation to duction. The definition of a virtual acoustic environment
graphical presentations, includes a priori knowledge and data of the system to

be implemented, that is, information about the sound
0.1 Virtual Acoustics sources, the room geometry, and the listeners. The term

In this paper we use the term "virtual acoustics" to "auralization" [15] is understood as a subset of the vir-
cover the modeling of three major subsystems in an tual acoustic concept referring to the modeling and re-
acoustical communication task: production of sound fields (as shown in Fig. 1). In the

1) Source modeling modeling stage we can divide the rendering to the three
2) Transmission medium (room acoustics) modeling afore-mentioned tasks (source, room, listener). These

tasks are described shortly in the following.

* Original version presented at the 100th Convention ofthe Source modeling (Fig. 1) consists of methods that
Audio Engineering Society, Copenhagen, Denmark, 1996 May produce (and possibly add physical character to) sound
11-14 [46]; revised 1998 June 29 and 1999 July 1.

3 Telecommunications Software and Multimedia Laboratory. in an audiovisual scene. The most straightforward
4 Laboratory of Acoustics and Audio Signal Processing. method is to use prerecorded digital audio. In most aural-
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ization systems sound sources are treated as omnidirec- resolve the front-back confusion (see [7], [15], [26]-
tional point sources. The approximation is valid for [28] for fundamentals on spatial hearing and auraliza-

many cases. More accurate methods are, however, often tion). The head-related transfer function (HRTF), which

needed. For example, most musical instruments have models reflections and filtering by the head, shoulders,

radiation patterns that are frequency dependent. Typi- and pinnae of the listener, has been studied extensively
cally sound sources radiate more energy to the frontal during the past decade. With the development of HRTF

hemisphere whereas sound radiation is attenuated and measurement [29], [30] and efficient filter design meth-
low-pass filtered when the angular distance from the on- ods [31 ]- [37] real-time HRTF-based three-dimensional

axis direction increases. In this paper we present meth- sound implementations have become applicable in vir-
ods for efficient modeling of sound source directivity, tual environments.

The task of modeling sound propagation behavior in Reproduction schemes of Virtual acoustic environ-

acoustical spaces (Fig. 1) is discussed. The goal in most ments can be divided into the following categories [15]:
room acoustic simulations has been to compute an en- 1) binaural (headphone), 2) crosstalk canceled binaural

ergy-time curve (ETC) of a room (squared room im- (loudspeaker), and 3)multichannel reproduction. Binau -

pulse response), andbased on that, to derive room acous- ral processing refers to three-dimensional sound image
tical attributes such as reverberation time (RT6o). The production for headphone or loudspeaker listening. For

ray-based methods--ray tracing [16], [17] and the loudspeaker reproduction of binaural signals, crosstalk

image-source method [18], [19]--are the most often canceling technology was first implemented by

used modeling techniques. Recently computationally Schroeder and Atal [38]. This theory has been further
more demanding wave-based techniques such as finite- developed subsequently [36], [39]- [42]. The most corn-

element method (FEM), boundary-element method (BEM), mon multichannel reproduction techniques are Ambison-

and finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method have ics [43], [44] and vector base amplitude panning
also gained interest [20]-[22]. These techniques are (VBAP) [45].

suitable for the simulation of low frequencies only [15].

In real-time auralization the limited calculation capacity 0.2 System Implementation
calls for simplications, modeling only the direct sound The integrated system described in this paper is called

and early reflections individually, for example, and the DIVA (Digital Interactive Virtual Acoustics) [46]. The

late reverberation by recursive digital filter structures DIVA system consists of several subparts which have

[10], [23]-[25]. been studied at the Helsinki University of Technology

In listener modeling (Fig. 1) the properties of human (HUT), In this publication the main emphasis is on the

spatial hearing are considered. Simple means for giving audio components of the system. _ ,
a directional sensation of sound are the interaural level Our purpose in the present research has been to make

and time differences (ILD and ITD), but they cannot a real-time environment for full audiovisual experience.

SourceRoomOeometHRTFIDefinition and Properties Database

.....so!:::.......211.........!........
RECEIVER

- natural audit)
- synthetic audio

· speechand sound - modelingof
. synthesis acousticspaces

- sourcedirectivity · propagation - modelingof
· absorption spatial hearing

- artificialreverb · HRTFs
· simplemodels

[_ Multichannel heB_;hUrnale/
loudspeaker

Fig. 1. Process of implementing virtual acoustic environments consisting of three separate stages: definition, modeling, and
reproduction. Components to be modeled: sound source, medium, and receiver.
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The system integrates the whole audio signal processing found by inverse kinematics calculations, and they are
chain from sound synthesis through room acoustics sim- synchronized to exactly perform each note on an ani-
ulation to spatialized reproduction. This is combined mated instrument model. A complete discussion of eom-
with synchronized animated motion. A practical applica- puter animation in the DIVA system is presented in [52].
tion of this project has been a virtual concert perform- At the same time a listener may freely fly around in
ance [47I, [48]. However, synchronized sound effects the concert hall. The GUI sends the listener position
are an important extension and navigation aid in any data to the auralization unit, which renders the sound

virtual environment [49], [50]. The processing of audio samples provided by physical models and a MIDI syn-
signals with an imagined physical environment, even thesizer. The auralized output is reproduced through
without visual display, may give composers and sound either headphones or loudspeakers.
designers new powerful means of artistic expression. This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 discusses
Synchronization of real-time audio and video is also an different methods used in modeling sound sources for
important topic in networked multimedia applications virtual acoustics. Section 2 briefly introduces the basics
such as teleconferencing. Anticipating this, the DIVA of computational room acoustics. The methods suitable
software is implemented as a distributed system in which for real-time simulation and auralization are discussed

each part of the system may reside in a separate comput- in more detail. The main principles of human spatial
ing node of a high-speed network, hearing and its modeling are presented in Section 3.

Fig. 2 presents the architecture of the DIVA virtual Section 4 discusses the requirements of real-time inter-

concert performance system. There may be two simulta- active auralization. Sections 5 and 6 present the imple-
neous users in the system, a conductor and a listener, merited software system and a case study of the auraliza-
who both can interact with the system. The conductor tion of an old gothic cathedral. Future plans and
wears a tailcoat with magnetic sensors for tracking. With conclusions are presented in Sections 7 and 8.
his or her movements the conductor controls the orches-

tra, which may contain both real and virtual musicians. I MODELING OF SOUND SOURCES
The aim of the conductor gesture analysis is to synchro-

nize electronic music with human movements. The main Sound source modeling in the virtual acoustic concept
concern has been with capturing the rhythm. In addition, refers to attaching sound to an environment and giving
nuances of the performance such as crescendo and di- it properties such as directivity. The simplest approach
minuendo can also be recognized. Our current system is has traditionally been to use an anechoic audio recording
based on an artificial neural network (ANN). A thorough or a synthetically produced sound as an input to the
discussion of this topic can be found in [51]. auralization system. In an immersive virtual reality sys-

In the graphical user interface (GUI) of DIVA, ani- tern, however, a more general and thorough modeling
mated human m6dels are placed on stage to play music approach is desired that takes into account the directional
from MIDI files. The virtual musicians play their instru- characteristics of sources in an effective way. The fol-
ments at the tempo and loudness shown by the conduc- lowing are general qualitative requirements for audio
tot. Instrument fingerings are found from predefined grip source signals in a virtual acoustic system (used for
tables. All the joint motions of the human hand are physical modeling).

Fig. 2. In the DIVA system a conductor may conduct musicians while a listener may move inside the concert hall and listen to
an auralized performance.
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· Each sound source signal should be "dry," not con- among researchers and manufacturers of synthesizers in
taining any reverberant or directional properties, un- the past few years [55]. Physical-model-based sound
less it is explicitly desired in the simulation (such as ' synthesis methods are particularly suitable for virtual
simulating stereophonic listening in a listening room), acoustics simulation due to many reasons. First one of

· The audio source inputs are normally treated as point the aims in virtual acoustics is to create models for the
sources in the room acoustical calculation models source, the room, and the listener that are basgd on their

(such as the image-source and ray-tracing methods physical properties and can be controlled in a way that
discussed in Section 2). This requirement causes the resembles their physical behavior. Second we may be
source signals to be monophonic. A stereophonic sig- able to incorporate source properties such as directivity
nal emanating from loudspeakers can thus be modeled in the physical modeling synthesizers [56], [57].
as two point sources.

· The quality (signal-to-noise ratio, quantization, sam- 1.2 Properties of Sound Sources
pling rate) of the sound source signal should be adc- Modeling the radiation properties and directivity of
quately high not to cause undesired effects in sound sources is an important (yet often forgotten) topic
auralization, in virtual reality systems. We have investigated the di-

rectional properties of musical instruments and the hu-

From the coding and reproduction point of view, audio man head, and implemented real-time algorithms for
source signals can be divided into two categories (simi- frequency-dependent directivity filtering for a point-
larly as in the MPEG-4 standardization work [53]): source approximation. In general, the mathematical

1) NatUral audio modeling of the directivity characteristics of sound
2) Synthetic audio, sources (loudspeakers, musical instruments) can be a

The concept of natural audio refers to sound signals complex and time-consuming task. Therefore, in many
that have been coded from an existing waveform. This cases measurements of directivity are used to obtain
category includes all forms of digital audio, raw or bit- numerical data for simulation purposes [58].
rate reduced, and thus the basic requirements for use in

virtual reality sound are those stated in the previous 1.2.1 On the Directivityof Musical Instruments
section. By using various bit-rate reduction techniques String instruments exhibit complex sound radiation
relatively efficient data transfer rates for high-quality patterns due to various reasons. The resonant mode fre-
digital audio may be achieved [54]. quencies of the instrument body account for most of the

Purely synthetic audio may be explained as sound sound radiation (see, for example, [59]). Each ,mode
· . . J ·

signal definition and creation without the aid of an a frequency of the body has a dxrecUvlty pattern such as
/ · ·

priori coded sound waveform. Exceptions are sound syn- monopole, dipole, quadrupole, or a combination
thesis techniques that involve wavetable data and sam- thereof. The sound radiated from the _,ibrating strings,
piing, which both use a coded waveform of some kind. however, is weak and can be neglected in the simulation.
These methods can be regarded as hybrid natural/syn- In wind instruments, the radiation properties are domi-
thetic sound generation methods. On the other hand, nated by outcoming sound from various parts of the
many sound synthesis techniques such as frequency instrument (the finger holes or the bell). For example,
modulation, granular synthesis, additive synthesis, and in the case of the flute, the directivity is caused by
physical modeling are purely parametric and synthetic, radiation from the embouchure hole (the breathier noisy

Text-to-speech synthesis (TTS) techniques use a set sound) and the toneholes (the harmonic content) [57].
of parameters that describe the input (often pure text) Another noticeable factor in the modeling of directiv-
as phonemes and as prosodic information. This also ity is the directional masking and reflections caused by
allows for very low-bit-rate transmission, because the the player of the instrument. Masking plays an important
speech output is iciiucicd Iii Lilt CilU-USCi tUiliiliiai. FUi- iUiC iii ViitUai CiiViiOiilli_ilt_ WllUi_ ul_ il_L,,.,ia_i aiiu uav

thermore, it is possible to attach face animation param- sound sources are moving freely in a space. A more
eters to TTS systems to allow for the creation of"talking detailed investigation of musical instrument directivity
heads" in virtual reality systems (see, for example, [53]) properties can be found, for example, in [58].
for more information).

The advantage of using synthetic audio as sound sources 1.2.2 Directivity of the Human Head
in virtual acoustic environments is the achieved reduction Incorporating directional properties of the human head

in the amount of data transferred when compared to natural is attractive in virtual reality systems, for example, from
audio (where the coded signal is transferred). This results, the point of view of TTS techniques and related talking
however, in added computation and complexity in the head technology (animated speakers). Directional filter-
audio rendering. Parametric control provided by synthetic lng caused by the human head and torso are investigated
audio is a remarkable advantage, allowing for flexible pro- in, for example, [60], [61].
cessing and manipulation of the sound.

1.3 Directlvity Models

1.1 Physical Modeling of Sound Sources For real-time simulation purposes it is necessary to

An attractiv, e sound analysis and synthesis method, derive simplified source directivity models that are effi-
physical modeling has become a popular technique cient from the signal processing point of view and as
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good as possible from the perceptual point of view.
Different strategies for directivity modeling have been 1.3.2 Set of Elementary Sources
considered in earlier studies [56], [57]. Of these meth- The radiation and directivity patterns of sound sources
ods, there are two strategies that are attractive to virtual may also be distributed, and a point-source approxima-
reality audio source simulation in general: 1) directional tion may not be adequate for representation. Such exam-
filtering and 2) a set of elementary sources. In Fig. 3 ples could, for example, be a line source. So far only a
these two methods are illustrated, point-source type has been considered and more complex

To obtain empirical data, we conducted measurements sources have been modeled as multiple point sources.
of source directivity in an anechoic chamber for two The radiation pattern of a musical instrument may thus
musical instruments: the acoustic guitar and the trumpet, be approximated by a small number of elementary
In both cases two identical microphones were placed at sources. These sources are incorporated in, for example,
1-m distance from the source and the player, one being the physical model, and each of them produces an output

the reference direction a 0 (normally 0° azimuth and ele- signal (see [56]) [see Fig. 3(b)]. This approach is partic-
vation) and the other being the measured direction am. ularly well suited to flutes, where there are inherently
An impulsive excitation was used, and the responses two point sources of sound radiation, the embouchure

HaD(Z)and H%(z) were registered simultaneously. For hole and the first open tone hole. Another sound source
modeling purposes, we normally consider directivity rel- example from physical reality could be a train, where the
ative to main-axis radiation, that is, we compute the composite sound image consists of multiple elementary
deconvolution of the reference and measured magnitude sounds emanating from different locations. A multiple-

responses for each direction, point-source approximation may also be valid in this
case.

]Ham(J)]

IDa (z)l - IH_o(Z)l· (1) 2 ROOM ACOUSTICS MODELING

1.3,1 Directional Filtering In this section an overview of different room acoustic

The directivity properties of sound sources may be modeling methods is given. One wave-based method and
efficiently modeled in conjunction with geometrical two ray-based methods are introduced in more detail.
acoustics methods such as the image-source method. In Modeling techniques suitable for real-time auralization

this method the monophonic sound source output p(n) including the modeling of air and material absorption

is fed to M angle-dependent digital filters Dam(J), where and late reverberation are presented.
m = 1, . . . , M, representing each modeled output
direction from the source [see Fig. 3(a)]. Generally the 2.1 Overview of Room Acoustics Modeling
low-pass characteristic of the direction filter increases Techniques
as a function of the angle, and very low-order filters In modeling room acoustics, the basic division is made
have been found to suffice for real-time models, between computational simulation and scale modeling

As an example, a set of first-order IIR filters modeling [15]. Fig. 6 represents different approaches of classi-
the directivity characteristics of the trumpet (and the fication.
player) is represented in Fig. 4. The directivity functions Scale models are used widely in the design of large
were obtained using Eq. (1). A first-order IIR filter was concert halls. The technique is well established for mca-
fitted to each result. The filters were designed with a suring room acoustical attributes. The method is also
minimum-phase constraint. In our measurements we an- suitable for auralization at predefined measurement loca-
alyzed directivity only on the horizontal plane (0° tions using either the direct or the indirect scale-model
elevation), auralization technique as described in Kleiner et al. [15].

Another example is that of modeling the directivity Computers have been used for 30 years to model room
of a spherical head (approximating a human head).Fig: acoustics [16], [65], [66], and nowadays computational
5 show results for fitting IIR filters (a two-pole and modeling combined with the use of scale models is a
one-zero model) to spherical head directivity data [61] relatively common practice in the acoustic design of
in different azimuth angles (0-150°). The transfer func- concert halls. A good overview of modeling algorithms
tions were obtained using an algorithm presented in is presented in [20], [15].
[62]-[64] by applying the principle of reciprocity [61]. There are three different approaches in the computa-

_ _(_yl(n) [ --'_yl(n)

Sound ^ Y2(n) Sound .----_Y2(n)

source . source _YM(n)
YM(n)

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Two methods for incorporating directivity into sound source models. (a) Directional filtering. (b) Set of elementary sources.
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tional modeling of room acoustics, as illustrated in Fig.
6. The most accurate results can be achieved with the

wave-based methods. An analytical solution for the
wave equation can be found only in rare cases such as
a rectangular room with rigid walls. Therefore some

numerical wave-based methods must be applied. Ele-
-5- ment methods such as FEM and BEM are only suitable

©

_-10- for small enclosures and low frequencies due to heavy
·r. _ computationalrequirements[15], [67].FDTDmethods
_-15- _ provide another possible technique for room acoustics

:.......... simulation [21], [22]. These time-domain methods

0 _ : which produce impulse responses are also better suited
50 _ 5 for auralization than FEM and BEM, which typically

100 are calculated in the frequency domain [15].

150 10 Frequency (kHz) The ray-based methods of Fig. 6 are based on the
Azimuth Angle (°) geometrical room acoustics, in which the sound is sup-

Fig. 4. Modeling directivity characteristics of trumpet with posed to act like rays (see, for example, [68]). This
first-order IIR filters, assumption is valid when the wavelength of the sound

Spherical head directivity at 2.0 m distance

2 : : : : : : :! ! : : : : : :!

: ; : : : ; : : ....... O

0 .... 4-- i ..... : : : ' ' i i i ; ; _"-¢'30

_--4 · 90
(L)

-6
0 e-

a_-8 .E
N

--_°_10 120_
e-,

-12

-14 i iii....... ;..... i iii.._i...i...i..i.;.ill!i............ i....... i..... i._-_..i__ _i.;L.ii..i,i............

-16F : : : : : :: : : : : : x:' 15o

_1'81
102 103 104

Frequency (Hz)

Fig. 5. Modeling directivity characteristics of human head with IIR filter (two-pole one-zero model).

MODELING OFROOM ACOUSTICS I

COMPUT^TION^L[ I^CO,.,$TIC-SC^LEIt' [ MODELING [ MODELING

IwAv, -,AsEi,I I I IMODELING MODELING MODELING

DIFFERENCEMETHODS[ ELEMENTMETHODSTR_ 1MAGE-SOURCEMETHODI

Fig. 6. Principal computational models of room acoustics are based either on sound rays (ray based) or on solving the wave
equation (wave based). Different methods can be used together to form a valid hybrid model.
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is small compared to the area of the surfaces in the room simulation (c = 340 m/s, N = 3). That same frequency
and large compared to the roughness of the surfaces, is also the sampling frequency of the resulting impulse
However, all phenomena due to the wave nature, such response.
as diffraction and interference, are ignored. The ray- An inherent problem with the digital waveguide mesh
based methods are described in more detail in Section method is the direction-dependent dispersion of wave-
2.3. fronts [74], [76].Thiseffectcan be reducedby using

In addition there are also statistical modeling methods structures other than the rectangular mesh, such as trian-
(see Fig. 6), such as the statistical energy analysis (SEA) gular or tetrahedral meshes [76], [77], or by using inter-
[69]. Those methods are mainly used in the prediction polation methods [78]. The direction-independent dis-
of noise levels in coupled systems in which sound trans- persion can be further reduced by using frequency
mission by structures is an important factor, but they warping [79], [80]. _ _,-
are not suitable for auralization purposes. The accuracy of the digital waveguide mesh depends

primarily on the density of the mesh. Due to the disper-
2.2 Digital Waveguide Mesh Method sion the model is practically only useful at frequencies

The digital waveguide mesh method is a variant of the well below the update frequency f_ of the mesh. In the
FDTD methods. A digital waveguide is a bidirectional estimation of room acoustical attributes phase errors are
digital delay line, and they are widely used in the physi- not severe, and results may be used approximately up
cal modeling of musical instruments. In one-dimensional to one-tenth of the update frequency. In that case there
systems even real-time applications are easily possible are at least six mesh nodes per wavelength. For auraliza-
[55], [70]-[73]. tion purposes the valid frequency band is more limited.

A digital waveguide mesh is a regular array of one-
dimensional digital waveguides arranged along each per- 2.3 Ray-Based Room Acoustics Modeling
pendicular dimension, interconnected at their intersec- An impulse response of a concert hall can be separated
tions. The resulting mesh of a three-dimensional space into three parts: direct sound, early reflections, and late
is a regular rectangular grid in which each node is con- reverberation, as illustrated in Fig. 8(a). The response
nected to its six neighbors by unit delays. A detailed illustrated is a simplified one in which there are no dif-
study on deriving the difference equations for the mesh fuse or diffracted reflection paths. In real responses, as
and for the boundary conditions is presented in [74], shown in Fig. 8(b), there is diffused sound energy also
[75]. between early reflections, and the late reverberation is

An example of FDTD simulation is presented in Fig. not strictly exponentially decaying. The results of ray-
7, where one horizontal slice of a mesh is visualized, based models resemble the response in Fig. 8(a) since

The space under study consists of three rooms, and the the sound is treated as sound rays with specular refiec-
excitation signal has been in the largest one. The primary tions. Note that in most Simulation systems the result is
wavefront and the first reflection from the ceiling can the ETC, which is the square of the impulse response.
be observed from Fig. 7. The most commonly used ray-based methods are ray

The update frequency of an N-dimensional mesh is tracing [16], [17] and the image-source method [18],
[19]. The basic distinction between these methods is

cX/N 588.9 Hz (2) the way refiectiofi: paths are found. To model the ideal
f_ = A--x-_ A---_ impulse response all the possible sound reflection paths

should be discovered. The image-source method finds
where c represents the speed of sound in the medium all the paths, but the computational requirements are
and Ax is the spatial sampling interval corresponding such that in practice only a set of early reflections are
to the distance between two neighboring nodes. The found. The maximum achievable order of reflections
approximate value of Eq. (2) stands for a typical room depends on the room geometry and the available calcula-

tion capacity. Ray tracing applies the Monte Carlo simu-
lation technique to sample these reflection paths, and
thus it gives a statistical result. By this technique also
higher order reflections can be searched, though there
are no guarantees that all the paths will be found.

2.3._ Ray Tracing

Ray tracing is a well-known algorithm in simulating
the high-frequency behavior of an acoustic space [16],
[ 17], [81 ], [82[. There are several variations of the algo-
rithm, which are not all covered here. In the basic algo-
rithm the sound source emits sound rays, which are then
reflected at surfaces according to certain rules, and the

Fig. 7. Example of FDTD simulation. Model consists of three listener keeps track of which rays have penetrated it as
separate rooms. One horizontal slice of the digital waveguide audible reflections. The most common reflection rule is
meshis visualized, the specular reflection. More advanced rules which
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include, for example, some diffusion algorithm have surface in the room. In Fig. 9 the image sources Sc and
also been studied (see [11], [83]). The listeners are typi- Sfc are visible to the listener L instead of image source
cally modeled as volumetric objects, like spheres or Sf, which is hidden by the balcony since the path Pf is
cubes, but the listeners may also be planar. In theory a intersecting it. It is important to notice that locations of

listener can be of any shape as long as there are enough the image sources are not dependent on the listener's
rays to penetrate the listener to achieve statistically valid position and only the visibility of each image source
results. In practice a sphere is in most cases the best may change when the listener moves. The basic image-
choice, since it provides an omnidirectional sensitivity source method does not, however, take into account

pattern and is easy to implement, diffraction and diffusion. If these phenomena are to be
included in the simulation, the visibility checking will

2.3.2 Image-Source Method be more complex.
From the computational point of view the image- There are also hybrid models in which ray tracing and

source method is also a ray-based method. The method the image-source method are used together. Typically
is thoroughly explained in many papers [18], [19], [84], first reflections are calculated with image sources due to

[85]. In [86] Heinz presented how the image-source the method's accuracy in finding reflection paths. To
method can be used together with a statistical reverber- avoid the exponential growth of the amount of image
ation for binaural room simulation, sources, later reflections are handled with ray tracing

The basic principle of the image-source method is [87], [88], [83].
presented in Fig. 9. To find reflection paths from the
sound source to the listener the source is reflected against 2.4 Room Acoustics Modeling Methods in DIVA
all surfaces in the room. Fig. 9 contains a section of a System
simplified concert hall, consisting of floor, ceiling, back In the DIVA system we use various real-time and
wall, and balcony. Image sources S¢ and Sf represent non-real-time techniques to model room acoustics, as
reflections produced by the ceiling and the floor. There illustrated in Fig. 10.
is also a second-order image source Sfc, which represents Performance issues play an important role in the mak-
sounds reflected first from the floor and then from the lng of a real-time application, and therefore there are
ceiling. After finding the image sources, a visibility few alternative modeling methods available. The real-
check must be performed. This indicates whether an time auralization algorithm of the DIVA system uses
image source is visible to the listener or not. This is the traditional approach: the image-source method to
done by forming the actual reflection path (Pc, Pfc, and calculate the early reflections and an artificial late rever-
Pf in Fig. 9) and checking that it does not intersect any beration algorithm to simulate the diffuse reverberant

Artificial impulse response

,tl rectS6und......
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--1 I I I I ' I I I
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Fig. 8. (a) Imitation of an impulse response of a concert hall. In a room impulse response simulation, the response is typically
considered to consist of three separate parts: direct sound, early reflections, and late reverberation. In the late reverberation part
the sound field is considered diffuse. (b) Measured response of a concert hall.
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paths. Image sources Sc and Sfc representing first- and second-order reflections from ceiling are visible to listener L while
reflection from floor Pf is obscured by balcony.
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Fig. 10. Computational methods used in DIVA system. Model is a combination of real-time image-source method and artificial
late reverberation, which is parametrized according to room acoustical parameters obtained by simulation or mea-
surements.
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field [89]. The image-source model was chosen since EXCELL [90], [91]. The method is based on regular
both ray tracing and the digital waveguide mesh method decomposition of space, and it uses a grid directory. The
are too slow for real-time purposes, directory is refined according to the distribution of data.

The artificial late reverberation algorithm (described The addressing of the directory is performed with an
in Section 2.7) is parametrized based on room acoustical extendible hashing function.
attributes obtained by non-real-time room acoustic simu-
lations or measurements. The non-real-time calculation 2.5 Air Absorption

method is a hybrid one containing a difference method The absorption of sound in the transmitting medium

for low frequencies and ray tracing for higher frequen- (normally air) depends mainly on the distance, tempera-
cies. In the following sections the applied models are ture, and humidity. There are various factors that partici-
described in more detail. The difference method use d in pate in the absorption of sound in air [68]. In a typical
non-real-time simulations is the digital waveguide mesh environment the most important is the thermal relax-
method already discussed in Section 2.2 ation. The phenomenon is observed as an increasing

low-pass filtering as a function of distance from the
2.4.1 The Ray.TracingAlgorithm sound source. Analytical expressions for the attenuation

In the ray-tracing algorithm of the DIVA system the of sound in air as a function of temperature, humidity,
sound source emits sound rays to predefined directions and distance have been published in, for example,
producing uniform distribution over a sphere. Surface [92], [93].
materials have absorption coefficients for octave bands. Based on the standardized equations for calculating
The sound reflection paths are considered the same for all air absorption [93], transfer functions for various tam-
the frequencies, and thus all frequencies can be treated perature, humidity, and distance values were calculated,
simultaneously. In addition there is one diffusion coef- and second-order IIR filters were fitted to the resulting
ficient. Diffusion is implemented such that in each re- magnitude responses [94]. The results of modeling for
fiection the ray is sent either in a specular or in an six distances from the source to the receiver are illus-
arbitrary direction, based on the diffusion coefficient, trated in Fig. 1l(a). In Fig. 1l(b) the effect of distance
Listeners are modeled as spheres. The algorithm yields attenuation (according to the 1/r law) has been added to
an energy-time response in each octave band as the the air absorption filter transfer functions.
result.

2.6 Material Parameters

2.4.2 Advanced Visibility Checking of Image The problem of modeling the sound wave reflection
Sources from acoustic boundary materials is a complex one. The

The implemented image-source algorithm is quite tra- temporal or spectral behavior of reflected sound as a
ditional and follows the method presented in Section function of the incident angle, the scattering and diffrac-
2.3.2. However, there are some enhancements to tion phenomena, and so on, makes it impossible to de-
achieve a better performance level, velop numerical models that are accurate in all aspects.

In the image-source method the number of image This topic is more thoroughly discussed in [94], for
sources grows exponentially with the order of reflec- example. For the DIVA system, computationally simple
tions. However, only some of them actually are in effect low-order filters were designed. Furthermore the model-
because of occlusions. To reduce the number of potential lng was restricted to only the angle-independent absorp-
image sources to be handled, only the surfaces that are tion characteristics.
at least partially visible to the sound source are exam- In the DIVA system a precalculated set of all the
ined. This same principle is also applied to image boundary reflection combinations has been stored to eh~
sources. The traditional way to examine the visibility is able efficient calculation. Those filters contain all the
to analyze the direction of the normal vector of each possible material combinations occurring in first-_
surface. The source might be visible only to those sur- second-, and third-order reflections. The number of re-
faces that have normal pointing toward the source. After quired material filters Nf can be calculated from

that check there are still unnecessary surfaces in a typical H/f=1 [n + (i - 1)]
room geometry. To enhance the performance further a Nf = (3)
preprocessing run is performed with ray tracing to statis- K!

tically check the visibilities of al! surface pairs. The whereKistheorderofthereflectionsandnisthenumber
result is a Boolean matrix in which item M(i, j) indicates of materials.
whether surface i is at least partially visible to surface The most common characterization of acoustic surface

j or not. Using this matrix the number of possible image materials is the absorption coefficients, given for octave
sources can be reduced remarkably, bands 125, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz. The

One of the most time-consuming procedures in an absorption coefficient is the energy ratio of the absorbed
interactive image-source method is the visibility check and the incident energies, and the relation between the
of image sources, which must be performed each time absorption coefficient _x(o_)and the reflectance R(jo0 is
the listener moves. This requires a large number of inter- given by
section calculations of surfaces and reflection paths. To
reduce this we use the advanced geometrical directory ot(_o)-- 1 - {R(jo_)l2 (4)
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where ]R(jC°)[ = Vl - (x(co) can be used to obtain formed into a complex frequency response by adding a
the absolute value of the reflectance when absorption minimum-phase component. A frequency-domain weighted
coefficients are given. (The negative value of the square least-squares fitting algorithm was then applied to the
root is possible in theory but almost never happens in complex reflectance data. As a result a vector containing
practice [68].) reflection filter coefficients for all surface combinations

The algorithm for realizing cascaded absorption coef- was stored for use in the system.
ficient data with a low-order IIR filter was as follows. In Fig. 12 the magnitude responses of first-order and
First all possible boundary absorption combinations third-order IIR filters designed to fit the corresponding
were calculated and transformed into reflectance data. target values are shown. Each set of data is a combina-
In the second phase the resulting amplitudes were trans- tion of two materials (second-order reflection): a) plas-
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Fig. 11. (a) Magnitude of air absorption filters as a function of distance (l-50m) and frequency, ideal response;
filter response. For these filters the air humidity is chosen to be 20% and temperature 20 C. (b) Magnitude of combined

air absorption and distance attenuation filters as a function of distance (1-50m) and frequency.
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Fig. 12. First-order and third-order minimum:phase IIR filters designed to match given absorption coefficient data. -- target
responses; -- - -- corresponding filter responses.
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terboard on frame with 13-mm boards and 100-mm air Another disadvantage of individual comb filters is that
cavity [95] and glass panel (6 + 2 + 10 mm, toughened, they cause fluttering in the reverberation. To reduce the
acoustolaminated) [96]; b) plasterboard (same as previ- effect of these drawbacks, several comb filters are con-

ously) and 3.5-4-mm fiberboard with holes, 25-mm nected in parallel, and their delay lengths are chosen so
cavity with 25-mm mineral wool [95]. that no reflections from different comb filters coincide

at the same instant, and that the resonances do not occur

2.7 Modeling of Late Reverberation at the same frequencies, causing stronger coloration
Thelate reverberant field of a room is often considered [23].

nearly diffuse and the corresponding impulse response A comb-allpass filter, on the other hand, produces a
exponentially decaying random noise [23]. Under these flat steady-state response, but the decay time cannot he

assumptions the late reverberation does not have to be controlled like .in case of the comb filter response. It can
modeled as individual reflections with certain directions, be used to increase the reflection density by connecting
Therefore to save computation in late reverberation mod- it in series with parallel comb filters, for example, like
cling, recursive digital filter structures are designed, in Schroeder's reverberator [23]. In [24] different corn-
whose response model the characteristics of real room binations of comb and comb-allpass filters in room rever-
responses such as the frequency-dependent reverber- beration simulation are discussed. Other reverberators

ation time. based on the comb-allpassfilters have been studied in
The following aims are essential in late reverberation Gardner [101], who has developed reverberators based

modeling. One is to produce an exponentially decaying on nested comb-allpass filters.
impulse response with a dense pattern of reflections to Other advanced reverberator structures have been pro-
avoid fluttering in the reverberation. A second goal is posed by Jot [97] and Rocchesso and Smith [102] among
to simulate the frequency domain characteristics of a others. These are feedback delay networks (FDN),
concert hall which ideally has a high modal density, where several parallel delay lines are feedback con-
especially at low frequencies. Also, in simulating a con- nected through a feedback matrix so that each delay line
cert hall, no mode should be emphasized considerably output is connected back to all delay line inputs, as
more than the others to avoid coloration of the reverber- illustrated in Fig. 13. Parallel comb filters are a special
ated sound, or ringing tones in the response. Third, in case of this structure, resulting from a diagonal feedback
order to simulate the air absorption and low-pass filtering matrix. The advantage of feeding each output signal
effect of surface material absorption, the reverberation from the delay lines through a matrix is that the resulting
time has to decrease as a function of frequency. Finally impulse response has an increasing reflection density as
to attain a good spatial impression of the sound field, a function of time, which is the case of the responses
the late reverberation should produce partly incoherent of real rooms. Another advantage is that the outputs of
signals at the listener's ears. Especially lateral reflec- the delay lines are mutually incoherent, yet contain the
tions, which cause interaural time and level differences energy of the modes of all the delay lines. Therefore it
between the ears, are significant in producing low in- is possible to produce multichannel reverberation with
teraural coherence. This leads to simulating the dif- a single FDN structure. The decay time of an FDN re-
fuseness of the sound field, that is, a situation where sponse can be defined in the same way as for parallel
the sound reflections arrive from different directions comb filters, that is, gains are added in context with
with equal probability. Producing incoherent reverber- each delay line, and their values are solved from Eq. (5).
ation with recursive filter structures has been studied, The frequency-dependent reverberation time caused
for example, in [23], [97]-[100]. A good summary of by air absorption is implemented by adding low-order
reverberation algorithms is presented in [25]. low-pass filters in context with the feedback-connected

Two basic IIR filter elements are often used in late delay lines. Fig. 14(a) shows a block diagram of a first-
reverberation modeling, namely, a comb filter and a order IIR all-pole filter typically used for this purpose.
comb-allpass filter. Both filter types produce decaying The magnitude response of the filter [see Fig. 14(b)]
pulse trains as their impulse response. The advantage of implies that the attenuation of the feedback connection is

the use of comb filters in reverberation modeling is that greater for high frequencies, which results in decreasing
their responses are decaying exponentially and that their reverberation time as a function of frequency. The gains
reverberation times can be derived [23] from the feed- g of the low-pass filter can be optimized to match a
back gain b and the length N of the delay line in samples, desired magnitude response curve computed, for exam-

3 ple, from a frequency-dependent reverberation time of

T60= logi1/b-__ · d (5) a real room impulse response.Fig. 15 presents the reverberator structure we used in

where d = N/fs, that is, the delay line length in seconds, the DIVA system [103]. This reverberator contains n
Strong coloration of individual comb filter responses is parallel feedback loops, where a comb-allpass filter is
a disadvantage caused by regular resonances at the in each loop. It is a simplification of an FDN structure,
frequencies and can also be presented in an FDN form containing 2

· n delay lines. The comb-allpass filters in the feedback

f = n = n · fs n = 0, 1, 2, (6) loops, denoted by An(z ) in Fig. 15, are added to produce
d N ..... an increasing reflection density, thus reducing the per-
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ceived fluttering when computation of only a few delay gains gn in the low-pass filters are computed so that the
lines can be afforded. The filters H,(z) implement the reverberation time decreases as a function of frequency,
frequency-dependent reverberation time. Each contains in a similar way as for all the low-pass filters. We have
a simple all-pole first-order low-pass filter depicted in ended up using a reverberator consisting of 4, 6, or 8
Fig. 14(a), followed by a gain b, derived from Eq. (5). feedback loops, depending on the available computa-
The gains bn define the reverberation time at the zero tional resources. The lengths of the delay lines in the
frequency, whereas the low-pass filters cause stronger loops are chosen to be mutually incommensurate insam-
attenuation at high frequencies. The gains b n and the ples to avoid reflections occurring at the same time,

0_11'". O_ln[

06nl.. O_nn[

I . .·

1
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,' . . r-_l _ y(n)
_B_._ )'--"1_ I dn I

Fig. 13. General structure of FDN. Feedback to each delay line is obtained by calculating a linear combination of delay line
output. A scalar multiplication is performed between the output vector of the delay lines and the nth row of the feedback matrix,
and the result is fed to the input of the nth delay line·
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Fig. 14. (a) Block diagram of first-order all-pole low-pass filter often used in feedback loops of a reverberator to implement
frequency-dependent reverberation time caused by air absorption. (b) Typical magnitude responses of this filter placed in loops
with slightly different delay line lengths. Low-pass filtering increases as a function of gain g. Thus to obtain the same frequency-
dependent reverberation time for all delay loops, gain g increases as the delay length increases.
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Fig. 15. Block diagram of reverberator used in DIVA system. A(z) and H(z) present comb-allpass and low-pass filters and are
explained in Section 2.7.
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and strong coloration caused by coinciding modes in the perception of a virtual source [Fig. 16(a)]. The binaural

frequency domain [23]. The direct sound is fed to the filter design problem therefore refers to approximating
late reverberation module after the ·propagation delay two ideal HRTF responses Hl(Z) and Hr(z) by digital
and air absorption filtering. The input to the reverberator filters/ti(z) and//r(z).

may also be modified by processing the direct sound with In the case of loudspeaker reproduction, the loudspeaker-
a filter that simulates the diffuse field transfer function of to-ear transfer functions have to be taken into account

the room[10]. in order to design crosstalk canceling filters. In Fig.
16(b) a symmetric listening situation is outlined, and

3 LISTENER MODELING AND THREE- Hi(z) and He(z)(i--ipsilateral, c--contralateral) repre-
DIMENSIONAL SOUND REPRODUCTION sent the corresponding loudspeaker-to-ear transfer func-

tions. A Convenient solution to crosstalk canceling im-
In this chapter methods for producing real-time three- plementation has been proposed by Cooper and Bauck

dimensional audio from the modeling data presented in [39]. The method uses a shuffler structure, and in a
previous chapters are discussed. The main focus is on symmetrical listening situation only two filters are

the binaural technique suitable for headphone or loud- needed. According to [39], the crosstalk canceling ill-
speaker reproduction. Multichannel approaches are ters, although not minimum phase, are of joint minimum
also discussed, phase, that is, they have a common excess phase which

is close to a frequency-independent delay. The delay-
3.1 Binaural Reproduction normalized crosstalk canceling filters are then minimum

The binaural technique relies on an accurate reproduc- phase. Thus the shuffling filters may be defined by their
tion of the cues of spatial sound localization. In a static magnitude only, and the phase may be calculated using
free-field case the three well-known cues of spatial hear- minimum-phase reconstruction.

lng are [26] 1) the interaural time difference (ITD), Many authors have proposed the use of simplified

2) the interaural level difference (ILD), and 3) the crosstalk cancelers, based, for example_ on spherical
frequency-dependent filtering due to the pinnae, head, head models or simple filter structures [39], [106]. In
and torso of the listener. The combined frequency- (or the DIVA system the performance of crosstalk canceling
time-)domain representation of these static localization filters based on human HRTF measurements was, how-

cues is often referred to as the head-related transfer fund- ever, found better. The well-known problem of a "sweet
tion (HRTF). Dynamic and non-free-field cues such as spot" in loudspeaker listening of binaurally processed
head movements or room reflections are also important audio reduces the usability of crosstalk canceling tech-
factors in sound localization. When these effects are niques to systems with a limited amount of listeners
properly reproduced in an immersive virtual reality envi- and fixed listening positions. An excellent and thorough
ronment, more convincing and accurate spatial sound discussion of crosstalk canceling methods and related
rendering will result than with traditional free-field filter design issues is presented in [106].
HRTF reproduction.

An HRTF represents a free-field transfer function 3.2 HRTF Preprocessing
from a fixed point in a space to a point in the test person's In most cases the measured HRTFs have to be prepro-
ear canal [29], [30]. HRTF measurements may be car- cessed in order to account for the effects of the loud-

fled out for an open or a blocked ear canal. In the DIVA speaker and the microphone (and headphones for binau-
real-time environment design we have used HRTFs ral reproduction) that were used in the measurement
based on measurements carried out on human subjects (see, for example, [29], [30]). Simple deconvolution
[104] (blocked ear canal) and on dummy heads [105], may be applied to eliminate the effects of the measure-
[104]. ment chain, but proper care must be taken so that the

Let us Consider a binaural system for localizing one resulting filters are realizable [29]. At this point the
virtual source. A monophonic time-domain signal Xm(rl ) HRTFs are readily usable, but further equalization may
is filtered with two HRTFs Hi(z) and Hr(z) to create a be applied in order to obtain a generalized set of filters.

Xm Xl '_r

Yr Yl Yr

(a) (b)

Fig. 16. Audio processing. (a) Binaural. (b) Crosstalk canceled binaural.
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Such equalization methods are free-field equalization lengths for a specific amplitude response, and 2) due to
and diffuse-field equalization [27]. For efficient imple- the previous property, minimum-phase filters are better
mentation, the HRTFs can also be divided into an angle- behaved in dynamic interpolation. Several independent
independent part and a directional transfer function publications have stated that minimum-phase recon-
(DTF) [33]. The angle-independent features can then be struction does not have any perceptual consequences
modeled as a general filter for all directions, and as a [33], [110]. This information is crucial in the design
consequence the DTFs can be designed using lower order and implementation of digital filters for three-
models than those used for full HRTFs. Furthermore, dimensional sound.

functional reconstruction methods such as principal HRTF filtering constitutes a major part of the compu-
components analysis (PCA) may be used to create an tation in binaural virtual acoustic rendering. Therefore
orthonormal transformation of the HRTF database based it is desirable to seek very efficient filter design and
on singular value decomposition (SVD) [107], [33]. It implementation methods for HRTFs [37]. An important
has been reported that the five first principal components topic in HRTF modeling is to take into account the be-
explain approximately 95% of the variance in the HRTF havior of the human ear. The most important observation
database [33]. The PCA method may prove attractive here is that whereas filter design normally is carried out
for HRTF reconstruction due to its low database memory on a uniform frequency scale, the human auditory sys-
requirements (only the basis filters and weighting func- tern processes information rather on a logarithmic ampli-
tions need to be stored) and is most suitable in systems tude and nonlinear frequency scale. Both of these factors

with multiple sources or listeners, or when using com- should be incorporated in perceptually valid HRTF filter
plex ambient phenomena (early reflections, air absorp- design. Approximations or smoothing of raw HRTF data
tion) [108], [109]. In the following we concentrate on using auditory criteria have been proposed in the litera-
binaural filter design and implementation for room ture by various authors [36], [111]-[118]. The ap-
acoustics simulation using a more traditional technique proaches to approximate the nonlinear frequency resolu-
(shown in Fig. 17). This method is based on separate tion of the ear can be divided into three categories [37]:
processing of direct sound, early reflections, and late 1) Auditory smoothing of the responses prior to fil-
reverberation [24], [89]. ter design

2) Use of a weighting function in filter design
3.3 HRTF Filter Design 3) Warping of the frequency axis prior to or during

An attractive property of HRTFs is that they are nearly the filter design.
of minimum phase [109]. The excess phase that is the An overview of HRTF preprocessing and filter design
result of subtracting the original phase response from techniques is given in [119], [37] and only summarized
its minimum-phase counterpart has been found to be briefly here.
approximately linear. This suggests that the excess phase Frequency warping has been shown to be an attractive
can be implemented separately as an all-pass filter or, preprocessing method for HRTF filter design [37].
more conveniently, as a pure delay. In the case of binau- Warping refers to resampling the spectrum of a transfer
ral synthesis, the ITD part of the two HRTFs may then function on a warped frequency scale according to non-
be modeled as a separate delay line, and minimum-phase linear resolution (such as critical band [120] or ERB
HRTFs may be used for synthesis. This traditional [121]). The IIR design method used by Jot et al. [36]
method is depicted in Fig. 17. Further attractions of involves warping of the frequency scale prior to filter
minimum-phase systems in binaural simulation are that design. This method was originally proposed for use in
1) the energy of the impulse response is optimally con- audio digital filter design in Smith [122] and refined in
centrated in the beginning, allowing for shortest filter [36]. The warping is achieved by using the bilinear
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Fig. 17. General implementation framework of dynamic three-dimensional sound using nonrecursive filters. HRTF modeling is
carried out using pure delays to represent ITD, and minimum-phase reconstructed head-related impulse responses.
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transform implemented with a first-order all-pass filter. (discussed in [26], for example). The elevation depen-
The resulting filters have considerably better low- dency of the ITD has been taken into account by adding
frequency resolution with a tradeoff on high-frequency a scaling term to the basic lTD equation

accuracy, which is tolerable according to the psycho- a(sin 0 + 0)cos _b (7)acoustic theory. Warped HRTF design methodology and ITD = 2c
comparisons with other design techniques have been pre-
sented in [117], [37]. where a is the radius of the head, 0 is the azimuth angle,

_b is the elevation angle, and c is the speed of sound.
3,3,1 HRTF Filters in the DIVA System Another approximation method, which includes the ele-

In the DIVA system various HRTF filter design as- vation angle, has been proposed in [123], but we found

pects have been tested. From the viewpoint of computa- a simple cosine dependency of the elevation angle to be
tional efficiency, FIR models appear to be most attrac- accurate enough for our purposes. An example of lTD
tive for dynamic interactive auralization purposes, modeling is shown in Fig. 18.
although warped IIR filters have the best static perform-
ance [37]. A least-squares design method using auditory 3,4 Multichannel Reproduction
presmoothing (for example, on the ERB scale) has been A natural choice to create a two- or three-dimensional
found to produce satisfactory results. Listening tests that auditory_ space is to use multiple loudspeakers in the
motivate the use of a nonlinear frequency resolution have reproduction. With this concept the problems in re-
been carried out in [117], [37]. The conclusions from taining spatial auditory information are reduced to the
these studies of HRTF filter design show that the needed placement of the N loudspeakers and panning of the
filter order for an FIR filter for satisfactory spatial repro- audio signals according to the direction [124]. The prob-
duction is approximately 30-35 at the sampling rate of lem of multiple-loudspeaker reproduction and imple-

· 32 kHz (in the case of nonindividualized HRTFs). In mentation of panning rules can be formulated in a form
the case of IIR design, the warping method has been of vector base amplitude panning (VBAP) [45] or by
mastered, resulting in very low-order filters (orders using decoded three-dimensional periphonic systems
15-18). such as Ambisonics [43], [44]. The VBAP concept intro-

The lTD implementation follows the principles shown duced in Pulkki [45] gives the possibility of using an
in Fig. 17. Minimum-phase HRTF filters are used and arbitrary loudspeaker placement for three-dimensional
lTD is implemented as a delay line. The horizontal-plane amplitude panning. In the DIVA system the VBAP
ITDs were derived from human subject HRTFs using method has been implemented for multichannel repro-

linear approximation of interaural excess phase differ- duction [125]. The rapid progress of multichannel sur-
ences [36], [106]. The lTD measurement data have been round sound systems for home and theater entertainment
found to fit well to a spherical-head-based lTD model during the past decade has opened wide possibilities also

x 10-4 lTD measured at different elevations for a human subject
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·Fig. 18. Measured and simulated ITDs at various elevation angles as a function of azimuth angle.
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for multiloudspeaker auralization. Digital multichannel tions, both of which are time and place variant. The
audio systems for movie theaters and home entertain- latter part of rendering represents the diffuse reverberant
merit offer three-dimensional spatial sound that either field, which can be treated as a time-invariant filter.
has been decoded from two-channel material (such as In practice this means that the late reverberator can be
Dolby ProLogic) or uses discrete multichannel decod- predetermined, but the direct sound and early refections
lng (such as Dolby Digital). The ISO/MPEG-2 AAC are auralized according to parameters obtained by a real-
standard offers 5.1 discrete transparent quality chan- time room acoustic model. The parameters for the artifi-
nels at a rate of 320 kbit/s (compression rate 1:12) cial late reverberation algorithm are found from mea-
l54]. Another multichannel compression technique surements or from room acoustic simulations.
that is already widespread in the market is Dolby Digi- The parametric room impulse response rendering tech-
tal which provides similar compression rates to nique can be further divided into two categories: the
MPEG-2AAC [54]. physical approach and the perceptual approach.The

A general problem with multichannel (N > 2) sound physical modeling approach relates acoustical rendering
reproduction is the amount of required hardware. On the to the visual scene. This involves modeling individual
other hand, intuitively, the listening area should be sound reflections off the walls, modeling sound propaga-
larger and the localization effect more stable than with tion through objects, simulating air absorption, and ren-

two-channel binaural loudspeaker systems. Another ad- dering late diffuse reverberation, in addition to the three-
vantage of multichannel reproduction over binaural sys- dimensional positional rendering of the source locations.
tems is that in multichannel reproduction no listener Virtual acoustic rendering can also be approached from
modeling is required, and thus it is computationally a nonphysical viewpoint, investigating the perception of
less demanding, spatialaudioandroomacousticalquality.Thisprocessis

termed the perceptual approach to acoustic environment
4 INTERACTIVE AURALIZATION modeling [10]. In the following, the physical approach

of parametric virtual acoustics will be described in
The acoustic response perceived by the listener in a more detail.

space varies according to the source and receiver posi- In the DIVA system the main emphasis is in inter-
tions and orientations. For this reason an interactive active auralization using the physical-model-basedpara-
auralization model should produce output that depends metric room impulse response rendering method (see
on the dynamic properties of the source, receiver, and Fig. 10). By interactive it is implied that users have the
environment. In principle there are two different ways possibility to move around in a virtual hall and listen
to achieve this goal. The methods presented in the to the acoustics of the room at arbitrary locations in
following are called "direct room impulse response real time.
rendering" and "parametric room impulse response Performance issues play an important role in the crc-
rendering." ation of a real-time system. Everything must be done

The direct room impulse response rendering technique with respect to available computational resources. To
is based on binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs), make convincing auralization the latency, that is, the
which are obtained a priori, either from simulations or time from the user's action to the corresponding change
from measurements. The BRIRs are defined at a certain in auralized output, must be small enough. Another
grid of listening points. The auralized sound is produced problem is how computational resources are distributed
by convolving dry excitation signals with the BRIRs of in an efficient way to attain the best available quality
both ears. In interactive movements this convolution for auralization,

kernel is formed by interpolating the BRIRs of neigh- In the DIVA system we have separate processes for
boring listening points. Using hybrid frequency-time- image-source calculation and auralization. The image-
domain convolution, it is possible to render long impulse source method is used to calculate the direct sound and
responses with low delay and moderate computational early reflections. That data are used as parameters for
requirements [126]. This method is suitable for static the auralization,
auralization purposes. The setbacks of the method in
dynamic simulation are, however, the vast memory re- 4.1 Auralization in the DIVA System
quirements for BRIR storage, and the fact that the The structure of the auralization process in the DIVA
source, room, and receiver parameters cannot be ex- system is presented in Fig. 19. The audio input is fed
tracted from the measured BRIR. This means that to a delay line. This corresponds to the propagation delay
changes in any of these features will require a new set from the sound source and each image source to the
of BRIR measurements or simulations, listener. In the next phase all of the sources are filtered

A more robust way for dynamic real-time auralization with filter blocks To... N. This contains the following
is to use a parametric room impulse response rendering filters:
method. In this technique the BRIRs at different posi-
tions in the room are not predetermined. The responses · Source directivity filter
are formed in real time by interactive simulation. The · Surface material filters, which represent the filtering
actual rendering process is performed in several parts, occurring at the corresponding reflections (not applied
The initial part consists of direct sound and early refiec- to the direct sound)
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· The l/r law distance attenuation orientations of real and image sources with respect to
· Air absorption filter, the'listener. Data of each visible source are sent to the

auralization process. These auralization parameters are:
The signals produced by To... N are filtered with lis-

tener model filters Fo ... N, which make binaural spa- · Distance from listener

tialization. To this output is summed the output of the · Azimuth and elevation angles with respect to listener
late reverberator R, which is described in Section 2.7. · Source orientation with respect to listener

In a simulation there may be more than one sound · Set of filter coefficients which describe the material
source. The image-source method calculates auralization properties in reflections.
parameters for each direct sound. If the sound sources

are close to each other, the sources are grouped together In the auralization process the parameters affect the
and they produce common image sources. Otherwise coefficients of filters in filter blocks To... N and Fo... N
each sound source creates its own image sources. If and the pickup point from the input delay line in Fig. 19.
there are N sound sources, each reproducing different The number of auralized image sources depends on the
sound material, the delay line in Fig. 19 must also be available computing capacity. In our real-time solution

replicated N times, parameters of 10-20 image sources are passed forward.
Furthermore the need for accurate modeling of air

absorption and material filtering in the simulation can 4.3 updating the Auralization Parameters
be questioned. From Fig. 11 it can be seen that the The auralization parameters change whenever the lis-
distance attenuation is a more dominant factor than the tener moves in the virtualspace. The update rate of the
air absorption, and it is therefore likely that very detailed auralization parameters must be high enough to ensure
modeling of air absorption, especially in higher order that the quality of auralization is not degraded. Ac-
reflections, is not needed. Material filtering of first-order cording to Sandvad [127] rates above 10 Hz should be
reflections is very important (because the user can move used. In the DIVA system an update rate of 20 Hz is
very close to the boundaries), but the complexity of typically applied.
higher order reflections can be reduced. In a changing environment there are a couple of differ-

ent possibilities that may cause recalculations of aural-
4.2 Auralization Parameters ization parameters. The main principle in the updating

In the DIVA system the listener's position in the vir- process is that the system must respond within a tolerable
tual room is determined by the GUI (see Fig. 2). The latency to any change in the environment. That is
GUI sends the movement data to the room acoustics reached by gradually refining the calculation. In the first

simulator, which calculates the visible image sources in phase only the direct sound is calculated and its param-
the space under study. To calculate the image sources eters are passed to the auralization process. If there are
the model needs the following information: no other changes waiting to be processed, first-order

reflections are calculated, then second order, and so on.
· Geometry of the room In Table 1 the different cases concerning image-source

· Materials of the room surfaces updates are listed. If the sound source moves, all image
· Location and orientation of each sound source sources must be recalculated. The same also applies to
· Location and orientation of the listener, the situation when reflecting walls in the environment

move. Whenever the listener moves, the visibilities of

The orientations of listener and source in the previous all image sources must be validated. The locations of
list are relative to the room coordinate system. The the image sources do not vary, and therefore there is no
image-source model calculates the positions and relative need to recalculate them. If the listener turns without

direct sound and early reflections 'incoherent binaural
late output

soundinput___lI I Ill I If[ '" I llll reverberation
source directivity, _ _ r-- L__q
air and material I_z)l IlL(z)l ... T_z)lLO_l I l.' '1 [TI'__.2 out(left)
absorption, _ I [late _ "(

I/rattenuation __ i ,}reverberation|]unit, g __ )
' directional F-----1 _ F-'---1 out(right)

filtering ' [F0cz>II '(z>l'" I

(ITD+HRTF) _ _' 4

Fig. 19. Example structure of auralization process in DIVA system for headphone listening.
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changing position, there are no changes in the visibilities HRTF filter coefficients are stored in a table with a grid

of the image sources. Only the azimuth and elevation of azimuth Oma = 10° and elevation qb_a = 15° angles.
angles must be recalculated. This grid is not dense enough that the coefficients of the

During listener or source movements there are often nearest data point could be used. Therefore the coeffi-

situations in which some image sources abruptly become cients are calculated by bilinear interpolation from the
visible while others become invisible. This is due to the four nearest available data points. Since the HRTFs are
assumption that sources are infinitely small points and minimum-phase FIRs, this interpolation can be done
lack diffraction in our acoustic model. The changes in [14]. The interpolation scheme for point E located at
visibilities must be auralized smoothly to avoiddisconti- azimuth angle 0 and elevation qbis
nuities in the output signal, causing audibly disturbing

clicks. The most straightforward method is to fade in hE(n) = (1 -- c0)(1- c,)hA(n) + CoO - c,)hB(n )
the new ones and fade out the ones that become invisible.

Lower and upper limits for the duration of fades are + coc,hc(n) + (1 - Co)c,hD(n) (8)
determined by auditory perception. If the time is too

short, the fades are observed as clicks. In practice the where h^, hB, he, and hD are hE's four neighboring data
upper limit is dictated by the rate of updates. In the points, as illustrated in Fig. 20; Cois the azimuth interpo-

· DIVA system the fades are performed according to the lation coefficient (0 mod 0s_id)/0g,ia, and n goes from 1
update rate of all auralization parameters. In practice 20 to the number of taps of the filter. The elevation interpo-

Hz has been found to be a good value. _ lation coefficient is obtained similarly, % = (qb mod
qbgrid)/qbgrid ·

4.4 Interpolation of Auralization Parameters

In an interactive simulation the auralization param- 4.4.2 Interpolation of Gains and Delays
eters change whenever there is a change in the listener's All the gains and delays are linearly interpolated and
location or orientation in the modeled space. There are changed at every sound sample between two updates.
various methods of how the changes can be auralized. These interpolated parameters for each image source are:
The topic of interpolating and commuting filter coeffi-
cients in auralization systems is discussed, for example, · Distance attenuation gain (1/r law)
in Jot et al. [36]. The methods described next are appli- · Fade-in and fade-out gains
cable if the update rate is high enough, for example, 20 ° Propagation delay
Hz, as in the DIVA system. Otherwise more advanced ° ITD.
methods, including prediction, should be used if the
latencies are required to be tolerable. The interpolation in different cases is illustrated in

The main principle in all the parameter updates is that
the change be performed so smoothly that the listener

cannotdistinguishtheexactupdatetime. '_, /

4.4.1 Updating Filter Coefficients _ __ '_In the DIVAsystemcoefficientsof all the filtersare '
updated immediatelyeach time a new auralizationpa-

rameter set is received. The filters for each image hD
sourceinclude: _._.________ _ __

· Sound source directivity filter ¢ ......... _-_hE f

· Airabsorptionfilter _ _ _

· HRTFfiltersforbothears. hA _J hB

For the sourcedirectivity and air absorptionthe filter 0
coefficients are stored with such dense grid that there is

Fig. 20. HRTF filter coefficients corresponding to point hEat
no need to do interpolation between data points. Instead, azimuth 0 and elevation qbare obtained bybilinear interpolation
the coefficients of the closest data point are utilized. The from measured data points hA, hB, he, and hD.

Table 1. Required recalculations of image sources in interactive system.

Recalculate Recheck Update
' Locations Visibilities Orientations

Changeinroomgeometry x x x
Movementof soundsource x x x
Turningofsoundsource x
Movementoflistener x x
Turning of listener x
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Figs. 21, 22, and 23. In all of the examples the update although it introduces some low-pass filtering. To mini-
rate of the auralization parameters and thus also the mize the low-pass filtering the fractional delays are ap-
interpolation rate is 20 Hz, that is, all interpolations are plied only when the listener moves. At other times the
done within the period of 50 ms. Linear interpolation sample closest to the exact delay is used to avoid low-

of the gain factor is straightforward. This technique is pass filtering. This same technique is applied with the
illustrated in Fig. 21, where the gain is updated at 0, ITDs.

50, 100, and 150 ms from values of Ao to A3. Fig. 23 gives a practical example of the interpolation
The interpolation of delays, namely, the propagation of delay and gain. There are two updates at 50 and

delay and lTD, deserves a more thorough discussion. 100 ms, By examining the waveforms one can see that

Each time the listener moves closer to or further from without interpolation there is a discontinuity in the signal
the sound source, the.propagation delay changes. In terms while the interpolated signal is continuous.
of implementation it means a change in the length of a The applied interpolation technique also enables the
delay line. In the DIVA system the interpolation of delays Doppler effect in fast movements [49] of the source
is done in two steps. The technique applied is presented or the listener. Without interpolation of the delay each
in Fig. 22. The figure represents a sampled signal in a update would likely produce a transient sound. A con-
delay line. The delay changes linearly from D 1to the new stant update rate of the parameters is essential to produce
value of D 2 such that the interpolation coefficient 'q goes a natural sounding Doppler effect. Otherwise some flue- -
linearly from 0 to 1 during the 50-ms interpolation period tuation is introduced to the perceived sound. This cortes-
and D represents the required delay at each instant. In the ponds to a situation where the observer moves at alternat-
first step the interpolated delay D is rounded so that two lng speed.
neighboring samples are found (samples si and s2 in Fig.

22). In the second step a first-order FIR fractional delay 5 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DIVA VIRTUAL
filter with coefficient 'r2 is used to obtain the final interpo- ORCHESTRA SYSTEM
lated value (Sourin Fig. 22).

An accurate implementation of fractional delays The complete DIVA system was demonstrated for the
would need a higher order filter [128]. The linear inter- first time as an interactive installation at the

polation is found to be good enough for our purposes, SIGGRAPH'97 conference [47]. The system in Fig. 2

: 0.062 ' ' _A_
0.061 InterpolatedgainA

--I

0.06Q..

E _ 'A2<
0.059( o-_

Ao A1
0. gt I I

05v0 50 . 100 150
Time (ms)

Fig. 21. Interpolation of amplitude gain A ( = l/r). Interpolation is done by first-order Lagrange interpolation between key values
of gain A, which are marked by circles.

Ds1=floor(D)

Required delay

D = (I-Zl)D 1+ 1:ID2

OlddelayD1 _sI NewdelayD2
'rl(O ms)= 0 _1(50ms) = 1

tI T..... l

Fig. 22. In the interpolation of delays a first-order FIR fractional delay filter is applied. Here a delay line that contains samples
( .... s l, s2, . . .) and output value Sout corresponding to the required delay D is found as a linear combination of s1 and s2.
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represents the actual setup used there. During the confer-
ence over 700 attendees conducted the virtual orchestra 5.1 Latency

and many more visitors listened to the auralized perform- The effects of the update rate of the auralization pa-

ance with headphones. All experimenters were enthusi- rameters, latency, and the spatial resolution of the

astic and gave positive feedback. The orchestra con- HRTFs on the perceived quality have been studied in
sisted of four virtual musicians: a flutist, a guitarist, a Sandvad [127] and Wenzel [131], [132], among others.

bass player, and a drummer. Fig. 24 is a screenshot of From the perceptual point of view the most significant

the orchestra playing in a subway station, parameters are the update rate and latency. The two

The hardware setup for presentation consisted of three

workstations (two Silicon Graphics Octanes and one Sili- m

con Graphics 02) and a magnetic tracking device (As-

cension Motion Star) connected with an Ethernet net-

work. All the communication was implemented using

datagram sockets.

All the software was written using the C + + pro-

gramming language, and the GUI was based on the

OpenGL graphics library. The listener controlled the

GUI with a mouse interface. The magnetic tracker was
reserved for the conductor.

The sound synthesis was done with digital waveguide
models of instruments designed at HUT [72], [129],

Fig. 24. DIVA virtual orchestra consisting of a flutist, a guitar-
[130], except that one MIDI synthesizer was required ist, a bass player, and a drummer playing their favorite tune
to produce drum sounds. "Kalinka."
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Fig. 23. Need for interpolation of delay can be seen at updates occurring at 50 and 100 ms. In the first focused set there is a
clear discontinuity in the signal at those times. The lower set is the continuous signal obtained with interpolation.
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are not completely independent variables, since a slow cessing, an d writing is done with an audio block size of

update rate always introduces additional time lag. These 50 ms. The latency introduced by this buffering is be-
studies focus on the accuracy of localization, and Sand- tween 0 and 50 ms due to the asynchronous updates of
vad [127] states that the latency should be less than auralization parameters.

100 ms. In the DIVA system the dynamic localization In addition to buffered processing of sound material,
accuracy is not a crucial issue, the most important factor the sound reproduction must also be buffered due to the

being the latency between visual and aural outputs when same reasons described. Currently an output buffer of
either the listener or some sound source moves, thus 100 ms is used. At worst this can introduce an additional

causing a change in the auralization parameters. Ac- 50-ms latency, when processing is done with a 50-ms
cording to observations made with the DIVA system this block size.
time lag can be slightly larger than 100 ms without a
noticeable drop in perceived quality. Note that this state- 5.1.3 Delays Caused by Processing

ment holds only for updates of auralization parameters In the DIVA system there are two processes, image-
in this particular application; in other situations the syn- source calculation and auralization, which contribute to

chroneity between visual and aural outputs is much more the latency occurring after the GUI has processed a
critical, such as lip synchroneity in facial animations or user's action.

if more immersive user interfaces such as head-mounted The latency caused by the image-source calculation
displays are used (see, for example, [133], [134]). depends on the complexity of the room geometry and

The major components of latency in the auralization the number of required image sources. As a case study,
of the DIVA system are the processing and data transfer a conce/t hall with about 500 surfaces was simulated,
delays and bufferings. The total accumulation chain of and all the first-order reflections were searched. A lis-

these is shown in Fig. 25. The latency estimates pre- tener movement causing visibility check for the image
sented in the following are based on simulations made sources took 5-9 ms, depending on the listener's
with a configuration similar to that described. The num- location.
bers shown in Fig. 25 represent typical values, not the The processing time of one audio block in auralization

worst-case situations, must be on the average less than or equal to the length of
the audio block. Otherwise the output buffer underflows,

5.1.1 Delays in Data Transfers and this is heard as a disturbing click. Thus the delay
There are three successive data transfers before a caused by actual auralization is less than 50 ms in the

user's movement is heard as a new soundscape. The current DIVA system.
transfers are: In addition the fades increase the latency. Each change

is fully applied only after a complete interpolation period
· GUI sends data of user's action to image-source of 50 ms in the DIVA system.

calculation

· Image-source calculation sends new auralization pa- 5.1.4 Total Latency

rameters to auralization unit Altogether in a typical situation the DIVA system runs
· Auralization sends new auralized material to sound smoothly and produces continuous output with 110-

reproduction. 160-msaveragelatency, as illustratedin Fig. 25. How-
ever, in the worst case the latency is more than 200

The two first data transfers are realized by sending ms, which may cause a buffer underflow, resulting in a
oile datagram message through the Ethernet network, discontinuity in the auralized sound. If less latency is
The typical duration of one transfer is 1-2 ms. Occasion- required, the buffers, which cause most of the delays,
ally much longer delays of up to 40 ms may occur. Some can be shortened. However, then the risk of discontinu-
messages may even get lost or duplicated due to the ous sound is increased.

communication protocol chosen. Fortunately in an unoc- The latency depends much on the underlying hardware
cupied network these cases are rare. The third transfer platform including both computers and the network.
is implemented as a memory to memory copy instruction With dedicated servers and network the system can run
inside the computer and the delay is negligible, with remarkably shorter delays since the audio buffers

can be kept shorter.
5.1.2 Buffering

In the auralization unit the processing of audio is buf- 6 CASE STUDY: MARIENKIRCHE
fered. The reason for such audio buffering lies in the
system performance. Buffered reading and writing of In this section an auralization case study is presented.

audio sample frames is computationally cheaper than It concerns the implementation of virtual acoustics in the
doing these operations sample by sample. Another rea- Marienkirche concert hall located in Neubrandenburg,

son is the UNIX operating system. Since the operating Germany. Originally the building was an old gothic ca-
system is not designed for strict real-time systems and thedral, but it was left in ruins during World War II.
the system is not running in a single-user mode, there Currently it is being rebuilt as a concert hall [135]. The

may be other processes which occasionally require re- seating capacity of the hall is approximately 1200
sources. Currently an audio buffering for reading, pro- places.
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There were two separate goals in the modeling. The flections need 105 filters according to Eq. (3).
first goal was to create an interactive real-time auraliza- To find parameters for the late reverberation unit (in
tion software, the second v;as to produce a demonstration Fig. 15) the ray-tracing algorithm was used. Based on
video [136], which was computed as a batch job. these simulations the reverberation time (RT60) at low

frequencies was set to 2.3 s. Calculation of the feedback
6.1 Acoustic Model of the Hall coefficient of the low-pass filters (the IIR filters inside

The geometric model of the hall is represented in Fig. the late reverberation unit) was then made using Eq.
26. The model contains nearly 500 polygons and 14 (5). The delay line lengths (DL1-DL4 in Fig. 15) were
different surface materials. The same model was used chosen so that the shortest delay line was slightly shorter
for both the real-time and the off-line tasks, than the delay corresponding to the most distant image

In a complex space, as illustrated in Fig. 26, only a source. This means that the first output from the late
few of all possible image sources are visible. To obtain reverberation unit overlaps somewhat with the early re-
the average amount of visible image sources we have flections represented by the image sources. To avoid
calculated the amount of visible ones in 72 cases (4 overlapping between outputs of different delay lines all
source and 18 listener points). From that simulation we delay line lengths used were prime numbers.
obtained the result that on the average only about 7
first-order and about 17 second-order image sources are 6.3 Validation of Model
simultaneously visible. The validation of the model is difficult because no

single objective parameter exists for good concert hall
6.2 Parametrization of the Acoustic Model acoustics. In preparation of the demonstration the most

In the design of air absorption filters the assumed important way of validation was informal listening of
temperature was 20°C and the humidity was 60%. The the auralized result. Based on that the model was refined
filters were computed with 1-m spacing from 0 to 60 m. until all listeners were satisfied with the result.
In Fig. 11 filters at distances of 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, and At present the actual hall is still under construction,
50 m are illustrated (note that value for humidity is 20% so measuring the acoustical attributes of the hall is not
in Fig. 11). Filters were used according to the distance possible. The simulation results in Table 2 were corn-
of the direct sound and the image sources, as described pared against the design criteria of the hall and with
in Section 4.4. recommended values presented in Beranek [137]. The

The material filters used were IIRs of third order in simulation data were averaged from two omnidirectional
batch simulation and IIRs of first order in real-time simu- sources and four listener points shown in Fig. 26. There
lation. Two examples of the magnitude responses of the is good agreement between simulated and recommended
filters are given in Fig. 12. For the first-order reflections values. This shows one reason why the auralization of
14 material filters were needed. The second-order re- the hall sounds natural.
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Fig. 25. Various components in DIVA system introduce latency to system. The most significant ones are caused by bufferings.
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6.4 Performance Table 3. Division of different auralization filters according to
source-medium-receiver model.

Table 3 presents ho TM the auralization filters of Fig.
19 can be divided according to the source-medium-re- Source: Medium: Receiver:
ceiver model described in the Introduction. In a typical Sound Source Room Acoustics Listener
simulation the computationally most laborious part is To... N X ×

n × (×)the spatialization, although each part of the model can
be refined such that it reserves the major part of the Fo...N X

Table 2. Calculated acoustical attributes from computer model of Marienkirche.*

125 Hz 250 Hz 500 Hz 1000 Hz 2000 Hz 4000 Hz

RT(s) 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.1 1.9 1.4
EDT(s) 2.1 2.0 2.0 1.9 1.6 1.1
C80(dB) - 1.2 -0.5 -0.7 -0.5 0.4 2.4
ASW(corr.) 0.38 0.30 0.32 0.24 0.30 0.22
LEV(corr.) 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.06 0.06

* All values are averaged from eight impulse responses (two omnidirectional sources and
four listener points).

t -hr,

Fig. 26. In case study, virtual acoustics were designed for Marienkirche concert hall. Geometric model of hall consists of nearly.
500 polygons. Model is seen from above and from one side. Source locations S1 and S2 and listening points are marked.
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available resources. Factors to be tested include:
In the real-time simulation all first-order reflections

were auralized. The system runs on a sampling rate of · Number of auralized image sources
32 kHz. Using a Silicon Graphics Octane workstation · Accuracy of material filters
the direct sound and 8 image sources can be auralized. · Accuracy of spatialization filters (HRTFs)
To obtain an accurate spatialization for direct sound, · Synchroneity mismatch between visual and aural

HRTF filters with 30-tap FIR approximation were used. outputs
For image sources the computational load can be reduced ° Directivity of image sources.
with two simplifications. First the image sources are
grouped (as proposed by Heinz [86]) so that, for exam- The listening tests of dynamic virtual acoustic envi-
pie, the HRTFs of (azimuth = 10°, elevation = 0°) can ronments carried out by other research groups concen-
be used for angles (5° . . . 14°, -7 ° . . . 7°). In that trate on the accuracy of localization (see, for example,
case the interpolation of HRTFs is not needed. Second, [127], [131], [138]), while our goal is to achieve as
when minimum-phase FIRs for HRTFs are used, the natural a listening experience as possible.
filtering can be done, for example, with 10 first taps only We are currently building a virtual environment labo-
(when 30-tap FIRs are designed). This simplification is ratory similar to the CAVE system [139], where large-
possible since almost all energy of a minimum-phase screen projectors show visual stereoscopic images on
FIR is in the beginning of the impulse response of the each wall of the room and three-dimensional audio can
filter. Both of these simplifications can be accepted if be heard through either headphones or loudspeakers us-
the spatialization of the direct sound is done accurately, lng multichannel reproduction. The user may freely
By reducing the quality of the spatialization the number move within the room and control the virtual world with
of auralized image sources could be increased such that a position tracker. Conjectured future applications in-
all first-and second-order reflections could be auralized, clude the use of the system in architectural acoustics

In the demonstration video [136] in addition to the design.
first-order reflections, all second-order reflections were

also auralized. The spatialization was done using HRTFs 8 CONCLUSIONS
with 60 taps for direct sound as well as for image
sources. Also the sampling rate was higher, namely, 48 The general auralization process consists of modeling
kHz. The computation took approximately five times the three separate parts: the sound source, the room acous-
actual duration of the soundtrack, tics, and the listener. In this paper we discussed a few

The distribution of the computing time was examined modeling techniques of each component. The main em-
by profiling the software. Results were gathered of a phasis has been on real-time modeling.
simulation run where the listener was in continuous We have developed the software system DIVA for
movement for 1 minute. During the run the direct sound producing interactive virtual audiovisual performances
was visible all the time, and on the average there were in real time. The whole processing chain from sound
nine visible image sources. The most time-consuming synthesis through sound propagation in a room to spa-
process in the auralization was the HRTF filtering, which tialization at the listener's ears is implemented and com-
took about 50% of the processor capacity. Another com- bined with synchronized animation of virtual musicians
putationally laborious part of the calculation was the conducted by a human conductor.
interpolations, which used about 25% of processor ca- Room acoustics is simulated using a time-domain hy-
pacity. The remaining 25% was divided between filter- brid model in which the direct sound and early reflections
ings of material and air absorption (10%), diffuse late are obtained by the image-source method and the late
reverberation algorithms (about 8%), and updates (7%). reverberation is modeled using a recursive digital filter

structure.

7 FUTURE WORK The listener can move freely in the virtual space. The
direct sound and early reflections are each spatialized

The current room acoustics model of the DIVA system using several alternative solutions. The best results are
is based on geometrical room acoustics. That technique obtained by using accurate HRTFs, but simpler approxi-
is valid at high frequencies. At low frequencies the dif- mations of the interaural level and time differences (ILD
fraction and diffusion are remarkable, and in the DIVA and ITD) can also be used.

system those are modeled only by the diffuse late rever- The interpolation of the parameters of each reflection
beration algorithm. For non-real-time simulations a (such as propagation delay, distance attenuation, ITD)
frequency-domain hybrid might also be a possible solu- enables interactive movement of the listener so that the
tion. Using the DIVA system this can be implemented auditory scene sounds natural. In fact if the listener
by combining an FDTD model for low-frequency simu- moves fast, the listener can hear a realistic Doppler ef-
lations with the current system, fect that is quite impressive.

The DIVA system consists of many different parts, In addition to the virtual orchestra the technologies
which all affect the observed quality of the audio output, of the DIVA system can be used for various purposes
Therefore listening tests should be carried out to tell such as games, multimedia, and virtual reality applica-
which parts of the system require most enhancements, tions and architectural acoustics design.
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